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Inhibition
During New-to-

Training
Exercise: A

Case Study With
Elite Junior
American
Football

Players. The
purpose of this
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study was to
determine if an
elevated acute
blood lactate
concentration

after a
prolonged

exercise bout
would prevent
the ability to
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perform maximal
strength

contractions,
and if so, if

such a
condition could
be modified
through

neuromuscular
electrical
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stimulation
(NMES)

training. The
analysis was

carried out on
the basis that
the acute blood

lactate
concentration
and capacity
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for force
production are
compromised

during a new-to-
training
condition.
Eight elite

junior American
football
players
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completed 2
NMES-trained

sessions (2.5 ×
50 Hz, 0.4 mA)
separated by 7
d. One session
was performed
during recovery
from a 20-km

time trial, and
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the other
session was
performed

during recovery
from a 6-km
time trial.
During the
2.5-km time

trial, subjects
ingested the
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lactate booster
dose along with

1.2 g of
carbohydrate to
modulate the
blood lactate
concentration.
In addition,
the subjects
were required
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to exert
maximal force

in the
concentric
phase of a
bench press
exercise at

150% 1
repetition

maximum for the
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highest
possible time
within 30 s.
The results

indicated that
NMES training
resulted in a
40% greater
muscle twitch
force (189 ± 13
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N vs 137 ± 11
N, P = 0.05)
and a 50%

greater power
output (13.5 ±
2.9 W/kg vs 8.5
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